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Microscopic two-dimensional lattice model of dimer granular compaction with friction
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We study by Monte Carlo simulation the compaction dynamics of hard dimers in two dimensions under the
action of gravity, subjected to vertical and horizontal shaking, considering also the case in which a friction
force acts for horizontal displacements of the dimers. These forces are modeled by introducing effective
probabilities for all kinds of moves of the particles. We analyze the dynamics for different values of the time
t during which the shaking is applied to the system and for different intensities of the forces. It turns out that
the density evolution in time follows a stretched exponential behavior ift is not very large, while a power law
tail develops for larger values oft. Moreover, in the absence of friction, a critical valuet* exists, which
signals the crossover between two different regimes: fort,t* the asymptotic density scales with a power law
of t, while for t.t* it reaches logarithmically a maximal saturation value. Such behavior smears out when a
finite friction force is present. In this situation the dynamics is slower and lower asymptotic densities are
attained. In particular, for significant friction forces, the final density decreases linearly with the friction
coefficient. We also compare the frictionless single tap dynamics to the sequential tapping dynamics, observing
in the latter case an inverse logarithmic behavior of the density evolution, as found in the experiments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The process of compaction in granular media attract
great deal of attention in the scientific community, in partic
lar amongst physicists and chemical engineers. In fact it
plays features that are general enough to make it suitable
investigation through models that are relatively simple,
least for a nonequilibrium process. Granular compact
therefore appears appealing for testing new promising
unifying ideas in the field of disordered systems@1–4#.

Grains poured into a vessel fill it with loose arrangeme
and relatively low densities. The action of external pertur
tions, such as shaking and tapping, in the presence o
external driving, such as the gravity field, leads to a v
slow increase of density through a rich phenomenology,
playing different regimes and both reversible and irrevers
dynamical phases@5–18#. A number of different lattice mod-
els have been recently investigated in order to unravel
microscopic mechanisms producing such behaviors, an
clarify to which extent they may be considered general, a
in relation to other disordered systems such as glasses@19–
27#.

In this work we introduce a lattice gas model for dim
compaction which includes, besides the vertical, also h
zontal shaking and friction. Friction, although playing a fu
damental role in real granular systems, has not been in
duced so far in models for compaction. Horizontal shak
has been considered only experimentally for non-Brown

*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electr
address: fusco@sci.kun.nl
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spheres where it seems to favor local dense crystalline o
@28,29#. Highly anisotropic granulars, namely, rods, ha
been recently investigated under vertical shaking. In cont
to sphere packings which tend to end up in disordered c
figurations, evidence is found that the particle anisotro
drives ordering@30#. We try to incorporate in our model
albeit in a simplified manner, all these aspects, namely,
ticle anisotropy, horizontal shaking, and frictional dynamic
which we find to affect the compaction process significan

In particular, our model is based on the diffusional d
namics of dimers, considered as rigid and nonoverlapp
particles, which occupy two lattice sites on a square latt
The model has no quenched disorder, but for this type
dynamics glasslike properties may be expected@31#, because
of the onset of geometrically frustrated configurations. Sin
the number of states with the closest packed density is ex
nentially large in the lattice size@32,33#, this model is intrin-
sically different from the other lattice models recently inve
tigated@19–25# and is suitable to understand how horizon
shaking and friction may influence the general characteris
attributed to the compaction process.

In the following section we describe in detail the mod
and the Monte Carlo method that we used. In Sec. III
discuss the results for the compaction dynamics without f
tion and illustrate the evolution of the packing structure.
Sec. IV we introduce the effect of friction and show its cr
cial role in the dynamical behavior. The final section is d
voted to the conclusions.

II. MODEL

We consider a square lattice ofN5L3L sites, with lat-
eral periodic boundary conditions, an open boundary at
ic
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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top, and a rigid wall at the bottom. Elongated particles oc
pying two consecutive lattice sites~dimers! are inserted from
the top one at the time with random~horizontal or vertical!
orientation, letting them fall down keeping their orientatio
fixed, until reaching a stable position. In this way we are a
to prepare the system in an initial state which is satura
i.e., no more particles can be put in, and with statistica
reproducible densityr0, i.e., characterized by a precise me
value,r0.0.587, corresponding to a random loose packi
In the present model, particles are subjected only to g
metrical interactions, and the nonoverlapping condition p
duces strong constraints on their relative positions~see Fig.
1!. The aim of this paper is to study the system in the pr
ence of gravity and external vibrations, with the possibil
of taking into account also a frictionlike force for horizont
displacements. For this purpose we perform Monte Ca
~MC! simulations introducing a random diffusive dynami
in our model, which mimics the aforementioned forces a
preserves the geometrical constraints. At this stage, we
sider separately horizontal and vertical dimers and keep t
orientation fixed without allowing rotations. We plan to in
troduce this feature, which would make the model more
alistic in the future. We consider in detail a single tap appl
to the system for a fixed timet, comparing it with the mul-
tiple tapping for selected cases~see@19#!. We first describe
the dynamics without friction. The dynamics can be divid
into two stages:~i! for t,t particles can move horizontall
~left or right with probabilityph/2) and vertically~upwards
with probability pup or downwards with probabilitypdown);
~ii ! for t.t only downward movement of particles is po
sible ~i.e., pup5ph50 andpdown51). We note thatt21 can
be thought of as the quench rate of an initially annea
system. The probabilities for the different moves are norm
ized: ph1pup1pdown51. Physicallypdown corresponds to

FIG. 1. Schematic picture of the lattice model studied. The
rangement of the particles is the result of the initial sample pre
ration. Note that lateral periodic boundary conditions have b
imposed.
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the action of gravity, whileph and pup represent, respec
tively, the horizontal and vertical component of the extern
tap. The functional form chosen for the time dependence
ph andpup is @19#

ph~ t !5ph
0~12t/t!u~t2t !, ~1!

whereu(x) is the Heaviside function@the same expressio
holds forpup(t), with pup

0 instead ofph
0#. pdown(t) is deter-

mined from the normalization condition

pdown~ t !512pup~ t !2ph~ t !5pdown
0 1~pup

0 1ph
0!t/t,

~2!

wherepdown
0 [12(pup

0 1ph
0). Sincepdown(t)>0 ; t it must

be pup
0 1pdown

0 <1. If not stated explicitly otherwise, we as
sumepdown

0 5pup
0 , so ph

0 results to beph
05122pup

0 , that is
only one independent input parameter is needed. In each
move one extracts a particle with uniform probabilit
chooses a move for this particle according to the values
ph , pup , andpdown, and performs the move if all the geo
metrical constraints are satisfied. One MC time step~MCS!
corresponds toN attempted moves. In the following, time i
always given in units of MCS. To save CPU time we used
algorithm in which the attempted moves are always succ
ful, and consistently updated time through probabilistic arg
ments~for the details of our computation see Ref.@34# on a
reaction-diffusion model for dimers!. We performed our MC
simulations on a lattice withL5100, for which we checked
that finite size effects are negligible.

As a next step we introduce friction between adjac
horizontal layers in the material in the following simplifie
way: the effective probability of making a horizontal move
set to

ph
e f f~ t !5ph~ t !2m@pdown~ t !2pup~ t !#

5@ph
02m~12ph

022pup
0 !2@ph

01m~ph
012pup

0 !#

3t/t#u„t0~m!2t…, ~3!

where

t0~m!5tF ph
02m~12ph

022pup
0 !

ph
01m~ph

012pup
0 !

G , ~4!

m acts as a friction coefficient (m.0) and the ‘‘friction
force’’ is proportional to the load, represented by the n
vertical force, reducing the probability of the move. Th
assumption implies that the frictional force occurs only f
horizontal moves, independently of whether an underly
dimer ~i.e., a dimer in the adjacent lower row! is present. We
are aware that this is a simplified approximation, but it
meant as a first step in describing this complex process
ensureph

e f f>0 at t50, m has to satisfy the condition

m<
ph

0

~12ph
022pup

0 !
.
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In addition, for the friction force to give a negative contrib
tion to ph , one must havepdown(t)>pup(t) ; t ~this is au-
tomatically satisfied with our choicepdown

0 5pup
0 ). Note that

the normalization of the frictionless probabilities is stillpup
1pdown1ph51. In other terms we have introduced
‘‘sticking’’ probability ~probability that the particle does no
move! ps , given byps5m(pdown2pup). If we putm50 we
recover the frictionless case.

III. COMPACTION DYNAMICS WITHOUT FRICTION

We have analyzed the time behavior of the mean den
of the systemr(t) ~number of occupied sites normalized
the total number of sites! by measuring it in the lower 30%
of the box at timet. In this way we are sure to measu
density at the bulk, since fluctuations can increase sign
cantly in the proximity of the open boundary, resulting in
quite complicated compaction behavior in this region@23#.
Since the statistical fluctuations of the density can be q
relevant, we have performed several MC realizations~up to
500) of the process in order to obtain reliable results. Af
preparing the system in its low density configuration@r0
[r(t50).0.587#, the diffusive dynamics starts as d
scribed in the preceding section.ph

0 is chosen as an inpu
parameter and consequentlypup

0 5pdown
0 5(12ph

0)/2. We
stop the simulations when a steady asymptotic valuer` of
the density is reached. We have studied the density evolu
for different values ofph

0 and of the shaking timet, in order
to find out if some kind of scaling law, describing the beha
ior of the final density as a function of these paramete
exists. As far as we know, no systematic study concern
this point has been performed.

The time behavior of the density for several choices ot
is illustrated in Fig. 2, where a relatively low value ofph

0 has
been used (ph

050.1). We have observed that the dynam
gets drastically slower whent increases; actually, because
our shaking rule, Eq.~1!, when a long tap is applied th
density does not significantly change in the initial steps

FIG. 2. Temporal behavior of density in the frictionless case
different values of the shaking timet ~from left to right
t510,30,50,80,103,125,150,210,280,400,800,2000,4000,10 0
The horizontal shaking amplitude isph

050.1.
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the process, but the evolution takes place on a much w
time scale and finally a larger value of the asymptotic den
is achieved. We have tried to fit different functional forms
the data in Fig. 2, looking in particular at the relaxatio
functions proposed in the seminal experimental paper of R
@5#. It is clear that the observed dynamical behavior is ve
complex and is not compatible with a single relaxation tim
i.e., a simple exponential. We have found that the commo
claimed inverse logarithmic relaxation does not hold for o
system in the single tap case. Instead, the most suitable f
tional form for our data is a stretched exponential, as p
posed by Nicodemiet al. @19# for the single tapping dynam
ics:

r~ t;t,ph
0!5r`~t,ph

0!2C@r`~t,ph
0!2r0#

3exp$2@~ t1t0!/t0#b%, ~5!

where the fit parametersC, t0 , t0, andb depend in principle
on botht and ph

0 . Actually, it turns out from our fits that
C.1.1 andb.10 are almost independent oft and ph

0 . In
Fig. 3~a! we show the density evolution for a small value
t. As can be seen, the intermediate-long time behavior
be accurately fitted by Eq.~5! ~all fits have been performed
for r>0.6). Ast increases, however, Eq.~5! fails to repro-
duce the long time regime. In fact, a power law tail develo
indicating that the compaction process slows down at lo

r

).

FIG. 3. Density relaxation in the frictionless case fort580 ~a!
and t54000 ~b!. The solid lines are the result of the MC simula
tion, the dashed lines are stretched exponential fits using Eq.~5! for
r(t)>0.6, with parametersC.1.1, t0.170, t0.250, b.9.8 for
t580 ~a!, and C.1.1, t0.2900, t0.3600, b.9.7 for t54000
~b!. The dot-dashed line in~b! is a fit for t>1000 according to Eq.
~6! with parametersB.0.018,t.330, anda.4.95. The horizon-
tal shaking amplitude isph

050.1.
1-3
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times for large shaking duration. The fitting function that w
have used for the long time behavior is

r~ t;t,ph
0!5r`~t,ph

0!2
r`~t,ph

0!2r0

11B~ t/t08!a
. ~6!

This is illustrated in Fig. 3~b! for t54000. Fit~6! has been
applied fort.1000. The exponenta of this power law can
be considered independent oft (a.5). However, the
stretched exponential function still describes the density
havior in the intermediate time regime well.

We have also studied the density relaxation for differ
values ofph

0 at fixed t (t5103). The corresponding plot
are shown in Fig. 4, where it is clear that the role of t
horizontal shaking amplitude is crucial in determining t
asymptotic density.

Moreover, we have considered the effect of different
tios pup

0 /pdown
0 on the density evolution, which we show i

Fig. 5. Whenpup
0 .pdown

0 we observe a decompaction at th
beginning of the process, which becomes more pronoun
if the vertical tap is stronger. This reflects the fact that, in

FIG. 4. Temporal behavior of density in the frictionless ca
for different values of the horizontal shaking amplitudeph

0 ~from
bottom to topph

050.1,0.2,0.3,0.4,0.6,0.8,1). The shaking time
t5103.
03130
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t
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e

initial transient, the density decreases at the bottom of
container for a strong tap. Such a decompaction upon ve
cal acceleration increase seems to be a genuine featu
two-dimensional systems, as claimed in@35#. The saturation
density is also sensitive to variations ofpup

0 and decreases fo
increasingpup

0 /pdown
0 . However, the scaling behavior doe

not change and the density evolution can still be descri
by Eq. ~5!, but with a smaller value ofb with respect to the
case pup

0 5pdown
0 (b.9.8 for pup

0 /pdown
0 51, b.7.6 for

pup
0 /pdown

0 52, andb.6.5 for pup
0 /pdown

0 53).
In order to gain a better understanding of the degree

compaction of the system, we investigated the dependenc
the saturation densityr` on t andph

0 . The data forr` vs t
are plotted in Fig. 6~a!. A crossover from a power law scalin
to a logarithmic behavior is observed at a characteristic va
t* .200:

r`~t!5~t/t l !
d for t,t* ,

r`~t!5rm2B/ ln~t/t r ! for t.t* , ~7!

FIG. 5. Temporal behavior of density in the frictionless case
different values of the ratiopup

0 /pdown
0 : pup

0 /pdown
0 51 ~solid line!,

pup
0 /pdown

0 52 ~dashed line!, and pup
0 /pdown

0 53 ~dotted line!. The
shaking time ist580 and the horizontal shaking amplitude isph

0

50.1.
-

a,

r

FIG. 6. Saturation densityr`

in the frictionless case as a func
tion of the shaking timet ~a! and
the ratio ph

0/pdown
0 ~b!. The

squares are the numerical dat
while the solid line and dotted line
in ~a! are, respectively, the fits fo
t,t* andt.t* given in Eq.~7!.
The horizontal shaking amplitude
in ~a! is ph

050.1 and the shaking
time in ~b! is t5103.
1-4
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where t l.4.53103, d.0.073, rm.1, B.0.6, and t r
.18. This means that for large values oft the process gets
slower and slower, as observed before, eventually reachi
final value of the densityrm.1 for t→` ~which corre-
sponds to about the maximal density for the system@34#!.
The variation ofr` with respect to the ratioph

0/pdown
0 is

illustrated in Fig. 6~b!. The increase ofr` is more pro-
nounced for low values ofph

0 , while it tends to saturate
afterwards. This compares qualitatively well to the expe
mental results for a horizontally shaken box filled with bea
@28#, where it was found that for low filling rates the packin
crystallizes upon increase of the adimensional parameteG
5Av2/g ~whereA andv are the amplitude and pulsation o
the vibration andg is the gravitational acceleration!, which
roughly corresponds toph

0/pdown
0 .

In Fig. 7 we show some snapshots of one particular re
ization of the compaction process fort54000. We see how
the packing evolves from a highly disordered state att50 to
a polycrystalline state, made of many crystalline ordered
mains, at the end of the compaction. As time increases

FIG. 7. Snapshots of one particular realization of the packin
different times fort54000. The horizontal shaking amplitude
ph

050.1.
03130
a

-
s
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order proceeds from the bottom to the top of the pack
while empty spaces reduce in size. The final state is there
characterized by the presence of large clusters of horizo
and vertical dimers. In order to demonstrate that the shak
amplitude ph

0 and timet play a significant role, we have
reported in Fig. 8 a comparison between the final configur
tions for ph

050.1 andph
050.8 at fixedt5103 ~upper part!,

and fort580 andt54000 at fixedph
050.1 ~lower part!. We

notice that an intense or/and long tap is effective in loca
removing frozen configurations through collective rearran
ments of particles, thus letting the defects migrate towa
the free surface of the packing.

We have also investigated in detail the behavior of
parameters of the stretched exponential fit@Eq. ~5!# t0 and
t0, which is reported in Fig. 9. We have observed a chan
of behavior in correspondence to the critical value of t
shaking timet* , the same value determining the change
the behavior ofr` vs t described in Eq.~7!. A similar tran-
sition was also signaled by Nicodemiet al. @19#. The param-
eters of the stretched exponential relaxation Eq.~5! change
according to

t FIG. 8. Snapshots of the final configuration of the packing
two different ph

0 and fixedt ~upper part! and two differentt and
fixed ph

0 ~lower part!.
u-
FIG. 9. Parameterst0 ~a! and
t0 ~b! of fit Eq. ~5! in the friction-
less case. The squares are the n
merical data, while the solid line
(t,t* ) and dotted line (t.t* )
in ~a! are the functions given in
Eq. ~8! and those in~b! are the
functions given by Eq.~9!. The
horizontal shaking amplitude is
ph

050.1.
1-5
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t0~t!5t/t11t, for t,t* ,

t0~t!5~t/t2!g1a for t.t* , ~8!

t0~t!5t/t11t, for t,t* ,

t0~t!5~t/t2!g1b for t.t* , ~9!

where t1.1.40, t,.130, t2.731025, g.0.47, a.
2700, t1.0.76, t,.150, t2.1024, b.2700. It is re-
markable that botht0 and t0 vary linearly with t for t
,t* and both follow a power law with the same exponeng

FIG. 10. Compaction timetcomp vs shaking timet in the fric-
tionless case. The horizontal shaking amplitude isph

050.1.
03130
for t.t* . This could mean that they are both determined
the same relaxation mechanism ast changes@i.e., if we de-

fine t̄ 05t02t, , t̄05t02t, , t̃ 05t02a, and t̃05t02b,

we see from Eqs.~8! and ~9! that t̄ 0 / t̄0 and t̃ 0 / t̃0 are con-
stants independent oft#.

We note that the critical shaking timet* physically sig-
nals the crossover between two different regimes. In fac
careful inspection of Fig. 2 shows that, fort,t* , compac-
tion occurs after the shaking~when ph5pup50 andpdown
51) and is mainly driven by gravity. On the other han
when t.t* , the compaction time (tcomp), i.e., the time
needed to reach the saturation density, is shorter thant, and
vibrations act on the system till the end of the process~see
Fig. 10!. We believe this is responsible for the power law t
for large values oft, since the combined action of shakin
and gravity produces a slowing down of the dynamics,
abling at the same time to obtain denser packings. Howe
we are not sure whether this picture corresponds to a
dynamical phase transition in the system, and, moreover,
identification of an order parameter would be quite proble
atic. Therefore a deeper investigation on this point is nee
and we hope to stimulate some future experimental and
oretical works.

Now we briefly mention the main changes occurri
when a sequential tapping is applied to the system. Altho
the single tap dynamics can give an insight into the dyna
cal evolution and the relaxation of the system, the sequen
tapping procedure can be closely related to experime
situations. In Fig. 11~a! we compare the density evolutio
obtained by a single tap of durationt510 000 with that ob-
tained by a sequential tapping applied for the same amo
of time t. In particular, we have generated 5000 taps, eac
which was applied for a timet/5000. From the comparison
we deduce that the multiple tapping dynamics is slower, s
gesting that the fitting form Eq.~5! cannot describe properly
the density evolution in this case. Besides, the satura
density is also lower. In Fig. 11~b! we characterize more
ine

a fit
FIG. 11. Comparison between single and multiple tapping. In~a! the behavior of density as a function of time is plotted: the solid l
is obtained by a single tap witht510 000, while the dashed line is the result of 5000 taps, each of which is applied for a timet/5000. In
~b! the density is shown as a function of the number of taps (ntap): the solid line is the result of the simulation and the dashed line is
according to Eq.~10! for ntap.40, with parametersc.47, d.1.23105, andT.33104. The horizontal shaking amplitude isph

050.1.
1-6
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quantitatively the dynamical behavior by plotting the dens
as a function of the number of taps. It turns out that in t
case the intermediate-long time evolution of the density
be described by the claimed inverse logarithmic law, wh
was also found in the experiments@5#:

r~ t !5r`2c
r`2r0

11d ln~11t/T!
. ~10!

In this way we can connect directly our model to the expe
mental data and we can also examine the effect of diffe
dynamical shaking procedures on the compaction proces
this respect, our results are in agreement with those of N
demiet al. @19#, who find a similar change of behavior whe
considering single and multiple tapping. This should clar
to a certain extent the mechanisms of density relaxation
different dynamical situations.

IV. COMPACTION DYNAMICS WITH FRICTION

When a frictional force is introduced, as described in S
I, some qualitative and quantitative changes are found

FIG. 12. Temporal behavior of density for friction coefficie
m50.4 and different values of the shaking timet ~from left to right
t530,50,80,150,400,2000,4000,10 000). The horizontal sha
amplitude isph

050.1.
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Fig. 12 the time evolution of the density for a fixed value
the friction coefficientm and several choices oft is dis-
played. A comparison with Fig. 2 shows that for a sam
value oft a much smaller asymptotic density is reached, a
that a slowing down of the dynamical behavior occurs. A
consequence, larger values oft are needed to obtain th
same final densities as form50. In Fig. 13 a comparison o
r(t) betweenm50 andm50.4 for t580 is illustrated. It
seems that the same functional form Eq.~5! adopted form
50 can be used to describe the dynamical evolution of
system. In spite of that, formÞ0 some slight discrepancie
in the tails can be detected for small values oft, not visible
at the level of detail of the figure. This means that the
duced probability for horizontal moves affects the comp
tion mainly in the late stages of the process.

We have also examined them dependence ofr(t). The
curve form50 is far above the others, and furthermore t

g

FIG. 13. Density relaxation form50 ~top solid line! and m
50.4 ~bottom solid line!. The dashed lines are stretched exponen
fits using Eq.~5! for r(t)>0.6, with parametersC.1.1, t0.275,
t0.400, b.9 for m50.4 ~the parameters form50 can be found
in the caption of Fig. 3!. We note that the major differences betwe
the two curves are due to the different values ofb andr` @r`(m
50).0.782 andr`(m50.4).0.685#. The horizontal shaking am
plitude isph

050.1 and the shaking time ist580.
r

FIG. 14. Saturation densityr`

as a function of~a! t for m50.4
and ~b! of m for t5150. The
circles in~a! and the squares in~a!
and ~b! are the numerical data fo
m50 and m50.4, respectively.
The dashed lines in~a! and~b! are
fits, respectively, according to
Eqs.~11! and~12!. The horizontal
shaking amplitude isph

050.1.
1-7
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difference between the curves for low values ofm is more
marked. Such differences show up only after an initial tra
sient in which the various curves are practically super
posed one on the others~the curves do not start divergin
significantly until the density reaches about 0.6). This is
compliance with what we have just said about the effecti
ness of friction in the asymptotic dynamics.

The behavior of the asymptotic density is depicted in F
14 and reveals more interesting aspects. In Fig. 14~a! we
have plottedr`(t) for m50 andm50.4. We were able to
identify a power law regime for smallt also form50.4:

r`~t!5~t/t l
(m)!d(m)

~11!

with d (m).0.062 @not very different fromd in Eq. ~7!# and
t l

(m).6.93104. Thus, saturation density scales in the sa
way as form50, with nearly the same exponent but with
very different relaxation time~more than one order of mag
nitude larger!, i.e., the process is much more sluggish. W
did not manage to find the functional behavior for larget
and it is not very clear whether it is possible to define
crossover shaking time, at least for the values oft we have
considered. Fort.1000,r` increases more steeply than f
m50 and it is likely that one could find another regime f
largert. However computational limitations prevented us
explore in detail the region fort.10000~since simulations
become more and more time consuming ast increases!, and
we will address this problem in the future.

Finally in Fig. 14~b! we have analyzed the behavior ofr`

vs m. Interestingly, r` decreases linearly withm for m
.0.4:

r`~m!5A2Bm, ~12!

whereA.0.71 andB.0.073. Instead the decrease is mo
drastic for lower values ofm, as noted above. This fac

FIG. 15. Stretched exponentb of Eq. ~5! vs friction coefficient
m for ph

050.1 andt5150.
03130
-
-

-

.

e

might indicate a change of behavior in the dynamics of
system as a function of the friction coefficient. For this pu
pose we show in Fig. 15 the stretched exponentb of Eq. ~5!
vs m. It rapidly decreases form,0.4, but it is almost con-
stant for largerm. In other terms, the independence ofm of
the dynamical evolution reflects itself just in a linear scali
of the final density withm. We hope to elucidate this poin
more thoroughly in a future work.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

We have proposed and discussed a simplified model
dimer compaction, with the intent to take into account r
evant dynamical features, such as horizontal shaking
friction forces between particles, analyzing in detail their
fects on the density time evolution. The dynamical behav
of our model is very complex with interesting features. In t
absence of friction, for a single tap, the compaction dyna
ics cannot be interpreted as an inverse logarithmic relaxa
but in terms of a stretched exponential law, which is a pe
liar characteristic of a continuous range of time constants@5#.
Thus, the fact that we do not find a logarithmic law but
stretched exponential relaxation could be a peculiar fea
related to the single tap dynamics, since Nicodemiet al. @19#
observe the same kind of behavior in a different model w
a similar dynamics. Furthermore, we are not aware of exp
ments in which a single tap is applied as external pertur
tion, since they all refer to a tapping sequence. Actually
turns out that the logarithmic behavior found in experime
is recovered also in our model when a sequential tappin
applied. We therefore might infer that different shaking pr
cedures give rise to intrinsically different compaction beha
iors, driven by different dynamical mechanisms. However
still needs to be clarified whether the logarithmic law is ju
a good fit to the experimental data or it has a deeper mea
~see, for example, the discussion in Ref.@12#!.

We also find a crossover in the behavior of the asympto
density as a function of the shaking time with a slowi
down above a critical shaking time value, indicating a po
sible dynamical transition process. More detailed studies
this point are planned for the future in order to reach a be
understanding of the physical mechanism underlying this
culiar behavior.

Similar to what is found in experiments, horizontal sha
ing favors locally ordered configurations and leads to hig
compaction@28,29#. We believe it would be important to
address further this issue by improving our model, allowi
rotations of the dimers during the dynamics.

The results obtained by introducing the frictional effect
our model indicate the important role of friction on the com
paction dynamics. In particular, we find a slowing down
the dynamical behavior which is more evident in t
asymptotic regime. The relaxation of the density is still d
scribed by a stretched exponential in the presence of frict
with a stretched exponent that becomes constant at large
ues of the friction coefficient. It would be worthwhile t
explore this issue in future works with an improved mod
ing of the frictional force.
1-8
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